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1. Overview 
1.1. For more than 25 years, Enterprise Connect, has served as industry’s premier event. It 

provides some technical sessions, a large exhibition hall, keynotes, and serves as the 

industry’s largest general gathering. 

1.2. Show organizers report that most show metrics were up including paid attendance and 

exhibitor space.  

2. Major Themes  
2.1. There were four major themes at this year’s conference:  

2.1.1. Video: Video was prevalent throughout the Expo Hall, sessions, and within the 

keynotes. Major video related announcements came from Microsoft, Vidyo, Zoom, 

8x8, Polycom, Logitech, NEC, and Cisco.   

2.1.2. Cloud: This one time premises-based conference has transitioned to cloud and/or 

hybrid topics. In 2015 we saw cloud reboots from Cisco, Microsoft, ShoreTel, NEC, 

and ININ. At EC16, cloud themes also dominated sessions and keynotes.  

2.1.3. APIs: Not long ago UC was a complete solution with its own servers, endpoints, and 

networks. APIs have transitioned from a technical necessity to strategic business 

initiative as just about any solution or process can bow strengthened with other 

services. APIs, SDKs, cPaaS and integration in general were predominant themes.  

2.1.4. Workstream Messaging: Persistent messaging combined with real-time comms is 

the newest component of the UC portfolio. Mitel and Avaya are joining Cisco, 

Interactive, Unify, Fuze, and RingCentral with integrated Workstream Messaging.  

2.2. Only a few companies are active in all four areas.  

2.3. Emerging themes included contact center as a service, SDN WAN, IoT, Analytics, and 

VoLTE. Declining themes included WebRTC and SIP.  

3. Filtered Updates 
3.1. Cisco: commercial availability of Spark. GA of Cisco Spark PSTN calling in the US. All 

three services (Message, Meeting, and Call). PSTN services (US Only) are delivered 

exclusively by partners, a new Spark Innovation fund of $150M. New partners include 

Verizon, Dimension Data, West, and Intelepeer.  

3.2. Microsoft announced global expansion of PSTN conferencing and to expect later this 

year: CloudConnect to integrate legacy PBX to Office 365, a new auto attendant, PSTN 

calling in UK, Project Rigel video solutions, new video interop service, and improved 

‘single pane of glass’ management.  
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3.3. Avaya renamed EDP to Breeze and announced a new Snap-in store. It also created 

Zang; a wholly owned subsidiary that combines cPaaS, pre-built applications such as 

IVR, a communications suite, and conferencing services.  

3.4. Other video announcements: Freeconferencecall.com now offers free 

videoconferencing for up to 1000 users. Pexip claims explosive growth since the Acano 

acquisition. NEC demonstrated biometric facial recognition to unlock a desktop phone. 

Vidyo announced a new partnership with NCR to video enable ATMs.  

3.5. Microsoft’s Project Rigel is its first Skype4B video conference solution that utilizes low-

tech displays and projectors. Polycom and Logitech will introduce kit that leverages the 

Microsoft Surface Pro 4 PC as a center-of-room touch console. Microsoft and Polycom 

will launch a new Skype4B interop cloud service.  

3.6. Vidyo’s new cloud service features video conferencing as a service and video platform 

development as a service.  

3.7. Zoom announced several new touch-screen partners for its Zoom Room solution. These 

large, touch-sensitive monitors are conceptually similar to Microsoft’s Surface Hub.  

3.8. Vonage bundles UCaaS with SDN WAN technology. SmartWAN provides cloud-based 

services from VeloCloud for QoS over OTT connections. Best of Show Finalist.  

3.9. Best of Show Awarded to CafeX Chime with a WebRTC-like solution that provides A/V in 

any browser by dynamically downloading the codecs instead of plugins or extensions.  

4. Opinion 
4.1. Cisco and Microsoft are moving incredibly fast with pivots to cloud-first models. 

Microsoft is focused more on expanding current UC benefits via integration with Office, 

Exchange, and Skype4B. Cisco is betting on an emerging collaborative approach that 

centers on messaging and APIs.  

4.2. There is a clear shift away from “communications” to “workflow” occurring. The 

demonstrations and keynotes were much more about UI and integration than 

endpoints and UC features.  

4.3. Evidence of industry transition to cloud were visible throughout the conference. For the 

first time it was a cloud provider (8x8) that dominated signage. Room keys were 

branded RingCentral. Cloud topics are shifting away from opex, outsourcing, and capital 

avoidance toward agility via micro-services architecture and DevOps. 

4.4. Cisco is positioning itself around secure cloud services. Trollope featured in the keynote 

the ability to search data encrypted at rest. This capability is generally not currently 

available. Cloud services that keep content secure and searchable could be significant.  

4.5. Notable new exhibiting vendors this year included Atlassian (Hip Chat) and Moxtra  

with Workstream Messaging and Oblong with sophisticated video room technology.  


